Thompson Elementary
2023-2024 Dress Code

**Top**

- Pre-K: Baby Blue
- Kinder: Red
- 1st Grade: Hunter Green
- 2nd Grade: Canary Yellow
- 3rd Grade: White
- 4th Grade: Navy Blue
- 5th Grade: Black

**Bottoms**

- Khaki
- Navy
- Black bottoms ONLY.
- Other uniform bottom styles are welcome.

Jeans can be worn ONLY ON FRIDAY’S; NO holes or rips.

**Shirts:**
Each student MUST wear their appropriate color that corresponds with their grade level.

**Skirts/Shorts:**
MUST be knee length.

**Shoes:**
Tennis Shoes or Sandals (MUST have a strap)

NO CROCS, TIGHTS, SWEATPANTS, FLIP-FLOPS, OR SLIDES.

Hoodies can NOT be worn on head in the building.